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Increased emphasis in modem pork production has been placed on selecting for a leaner 
pork product. Such emphasis, in the absence of direct testing procedures, has been found to 
increase the incidence of inferior muscle quality. Barton-Gade (1990) reported increased 
incidences of inferior meat color, pH, and intramuscular fat of Danish pork that occurred due 
to selection for lean. Ender (1995) found increased problems with drip loss, intramuscular fat, 
and muscle fiber characteristics to accompany the increased lean content in carcasses Hence, 
meat quality has gained increased interest as selection has progressed toward a unilateral goal 
of increased lean percentage. Therefore, effective value-based marketing programs as well as 
producer testing efforts must involve accurate, rapid, and economical techniques for 
evaluating muscle quality as well as carcass composition. Based on these concepts, research 
studies were performed to evaluate real-time ultrasound measurements on the live animal for 
assessing carcass composition and muscle quality in swine. 
The initial objective of the study was to investigate the feasibility of predicting 
intramuscular fat in the longissimus muscle of live swine using real-time ultrasound and to 
assess the merit of using ultrasound predicted intramuscular fat values to classify animals into 
specific intramuscular fat groups. Texture analysis data obtained from longitudinal ultrasonic 
images were compared to chemical intramuscular fat content and subjective marbling scores 
to assess the accuracy of real-time ultrasound measurements of intramuscular fat and 
marbling. 
The second objective of the study was to ultrasonically evaluate differences in lean growth 
of genetic lines produced by gilt development nutrition programs. Real-time ultrasonic 
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measurements of backfat and loin muscle area of growing pigs can be useful to predict 
differences in lean growth with potential application to genetic selection programs Average 
daily gain and ultrasonic measures of backfat and loin muscle area were evaluated on gilts of 
five genetic lines at 120, 180, and 300 days of age. 
The final objective of this study was to evaluate two of the more common methods of 
evaluating leanness and muscle content. Electromagnetic scanning has proven to be an 
accurate method of predicting total carcass lean as well as lean parts. Real-time ultrasound 
has become the accepted method of evaluating breeding stock for leanness and muscle content 
and is also an acceptable method to monitor fat and muscle deposition in growing pigs. 
Percentage of lean estimates calculated using real-time ultrasonic backfat and loin muscle area 
measurements have some limitations because their accuracy depends on the relationship 
between measurements taken fi^om a single muscle and overall carcass composition. An 
understanding of the relationship between real-time ultrasonic measurements of leanness and 
muscle content and carcass lean and lean parts, therefore, is needed. Ultrasonic measurements 
of backfat and loin muscle area at the tenth rib were taken at four approximately equidistant 
live weights prior to slaughter to evaluate their relationship with total carcass lean and lean 
parts. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is presented as a general introduction, a literature review, three individual 
papers, and a general summary. References cited in the general introduction and literature 
review follow the general summary section. All reference citations are in compliance with the 
CBE Style Manual used by the Journal of Animal Science to which some of these papers will 
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be submitted. Each individual paper consists of an abstract, introduction, materials and 
methods, results and discussion, and an implication section. References cited within the 
papers are listed after the implication section of each individual paper 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The literature review for this thesis is divided into three sections. The first section deals 
with research related to accuracy of ultrasonic estimates of fat and muscle in live swine The 
second section covers research related to the assessment of fat and muscle deposition rates in 
swine using ultrasound. The third section reviews the use of ultrasound to measure 
intramuscular fat in livestock. 
Accuracy of Ultrasonic Estimates in Live Swine 
Wild (1950) was the first to report results of studies evaluating the use of ultrasound to 
determine density boundaries without tissue destruction. Wild and Neal (1951) later showed 
that the interface between muscle and fat could be determined in live cattle. Following the 
report of Wild and Neal (1951), numerous researchers employed the ultrasound technique for 
determining tissue density boundaries (Hazel and Kline, 1959; Stouffer et al., 1961; Hedrick et 
al., 1963, Isler and Swiger, 1968). The early ultrasound machines used the A-mode display 
format and were unable to accurately determine loin muscle area. Technological advances 
during the 1970's and 1980's greatly improved ultrasound equipment (Houghton and 
Turlington, 1992). 
Hazel and Kline (1959) compared backfat measurements taken by the metal probe 
technique with ultrasonic measurements obtained using a Kelvin and Hughes Mark V flaw 
detector. Backfat measurements were taken 2 inches off the midline at the shoulder, mid-
back, and rear of the loin. Correlations between carcass and metal probe were generally 
higher than correlations between carcass and ultrasound. Yet, they were not significantly 
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higher. Correlations between live animal measurements and percent lean cuts in the carcass 
ranged from -.76 to - 90 for ultrasound and -.89 when using the metal probe 
Highly significant correlations between live ultrasound and actual carcass backfat (r = .88) 
and between live ultrasound and ruler probe backfat (r = .91) were reported by Price et al. 
(1960a) They found correlations of .89 when comparing carcass ultrasound with actual 
carcass and ruler probe backfats. The correlation between live and carcass ultrasound was 
.93 Actual carcass, live ruler probe, and ultrasound measurements of backfat were found to 
be of equal value in predicting cut out value. 
No significant differences were reported by Price et al. (1960b) when comparing 
ultrasonic loin muscle area measurements using a Sparry Reflectoscope and actual carcass 
measures at the last rib A significant correlation of .74 was found between the ultrasound 
and carcass measurements of loin muscle area. 
Stouffer et al. (1961) measured fat depth, loin depth, loin length, and loin muscle area on 
42 live pigs using a Sperry Reflectoscope and on the carcasses of each animal. Highly 
significant correlations between ultrasound and carcass measurements of .92, .70, .47, and .68 
for fat depth, loin muscle area, loin depth, and loin length, respectively, were reported. 
Anderson and Wahlstrom (1969) measured loin muscle area and backfat depth with a 
Branson Model 212 Ultrasonic Animal Tester at locations near the tenth rib on both sides of 
the live animal of 78 crossbred market hogs. Different locations and angles were used in 
measuring loin muscle area and backfat. Simple correlations between ultrasound fat depth and 
average carcass backfat ranged from .50 to .69. Measures 10 cm off midline at a 50 degree 
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angle were most highly correlated Loin depth measured 10 cm off midline at a 50 degree 
angle was most highly correlated with carcass loin muscle area. 
Adams et al. (1972) reported a correlation of .58 between carcass backfat and backfat 
measured ultrasonically with a Lean Meter. Their sample was comprised of 476 market 
weight Hampshire pigs evaluated over a five year period. Ultrasound and carcass backfat 
measures were more highly negatively associated with percent lean cuts on a carcass weight 
basis than on a live weight or a weight of lean basis. Loin muscle area correlations were 
highest on a weight of lean cuts basis and lowest with percent lean on a carcass weight basis. 
Gillis et al. (1972) reported correlations ranging from .46 to ,92 between loin muscle area 
measurement taken on the carcass and loin muscle depth measured by A-mode ultrasound. 
Kempster et al. (1979) evaluated the Sonatest (A-mode), Scanogram (linear scanner), 
ILIS Observer (linear scanner), and Danscanner (real-time) ultrasonic machines for their 
precision in predicting lean percentage in the carcass. A comparison of the Sonatest and 
Scanogram resulted in residual standard deviations of 2.72 % and 2.56 %, respectively. A 
comparison of the Danscanner and Scanogram resulted in residual standard deviations of .203 
% and .218 %, respectively. 
Giles et al. (1981) reported correlations of .90, .80, and .94 between carcass backfat and 
backfat measured by the Sonatest, Scanoprobe, and Scanogram machines, respectively. A 
correlation of .75 was found between loin muscle area measured by the Scanogram and the 
carcass measurement. 
Mersmann (1982a) reported correlations ranging from .20 to .91 between backfat 
measured at 1/5, 1/2, and 3/4 body length on the live pig using a Scanogram model 722 and 
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various carcass backfats, A correlation of 49 was reported between Scanogram loin muscle 
area measured at 1/2 body length and the carcass measurement of this trait. 
Alliston et al. (1982) evaluated 39 pigs using A-mode and B-mode ultrasound machines, 
Sonatest (A-mode), Scanogram (linear scanner), and Danscanner (real-time) ultrasound 
machines were evaluated for their precision of carcass lean percentage prediction, A single fat 
measurement from the Sonatest gave the highest predictability, 
Sather et al. (1982) evaluated the Krautkramer USM2 and Scanoprobe 731A on 186 
Lacombe barrows and gilts. Correlations between average probe backfat and average probe 
site carcass fat were similar for both operators using the USM2 (r = .78) and the 731A (r = 
.78) Similar proportions of the variances of percent lean (R^ = 35 and .35) and of percent fat 
(R' = .45 and ,47) were accounted for by the two units. Fat measurements by the 
Krautkramer were more similar to those of the carcass than the Scanoprobe for each operator. 
Greater bias in estimating carcass fat from ultrasound fat, however, was associated with the 
USM2 than with the 731 A. 
Sather et al. (1986) evaluated ultrasound measurements taken by two operators prior to 
slaughter on 227 Lacombe barrows and gilts with the Krautkramer USM2, Scanoprobe 731 A, 
and the Renco Lean-meater at three sites along the midback and two sites along the loin prior 
to slaughter. Measurements were recorded for both the second fat layer and for total fat 
depth. The two operators were in closer agreement when only the first two fat layers were 
measured (0.1 mm) than when total fat was measured (0.4 mm). The two midback 
measurements taken 5 cm off the midline differed by only 0.5 mm, while the measurement 
taken 6 cm off the midline differed by 2.1 mm. The two loin measurements differed by 1.6 
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mm, suggesting that the greatest source of error in the ultrasonic determination of bacicfat 
thickness would be associated with poor location of the loin probe sites. 
Kanis et al. (1986) evaluated subcutaneous fat measurements taken by two operators with 
the Renco Lean-meater and the Krautkramer USK6 at four locations over both sides of the 
longissimus muscle Correlations did not differ significantly between sides, instruments, or 
operators. No single backfat measurement or combination of measurements was uniformly 
the best at predicting lean parts. The combination of live weight and two or more fat 
measurements accounted for 50-68% of the variance in lean parts percentage. 
Correlations between carcass and Technicare 210 DX measures of backfat at the tenth rib 
and last rib were reported by Lopes et al. (1987) to range between .80 to .89 and .75 to .89, 
respectively Correlations between carcass and ultrasound measures of loin muscle area 
ranged from .27 to .70. 
Busk (1986) evaluated 266 pigs twice using the Renco Lean Meter LM-7, the Scanmatic 
SM-1, the Krautkramer USK-6, the Aloka SSD-210 DX, and the Danscanner. Repeatability 
measures for backfat assessed ultrasonically were high for all machines (r = .86 to r = .98), 
with the Aloka, Danscanner, and Krautkramer estimates to be the most highly repeatable. 
Loin muscle depth repeatabilities were near .90, Tenth rib measurements of backfat were the 
most highly correlated with their corresponding carcass measures (r = .87 to r = 91) for all 
machines. The correlations between loin depth and carcass loin muscle area were .51 and .60 
at the tenth and last rib locations, respectively. The Aloka machine gave the highest 
coefficient of determination (R^ = .76) and lowest standard deviation (1.22 %) in estimating 
lean percentage. 
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Forrest et al (1989) reported correlations of .54, .85, .85, and .71 between carcass 
measures of backfat and backfat measured by the Technicare 210 DX at the first rib, last rib, 
last lumbar vertebrae, and tenth rib, respectively. Correlations ranging fi-om 65 to ,68 were 
reported for measures of loin muscle area. 
McLaren et al. (1989) reported correlations of .55, ,55, and ,62 between tenth rib, last rib, 
and average backfat, respectively, measured in the carcass and by the Technicare 210 DX, 
The correlation between carcass and Technicare 210 DX measures of loin muscle area was 
,61. 
Terry et al, (1989) evaluated nine fat measures taken before and after slaughter on 20 
market hogs for determining percentage of the four lean cuts. The most appropriate 
prediction equation found was a two-variable equation that included fat thickness at the 
anterior tip of the gluteus medius and longissimus muscle area measured at the tenth rib. This 
equation resulted in a R' of ,83 and a RSD value of 1,67, 
Turiington (1990) reported correlations of ,74 to ,90, ,83, .90, and .88 to .93 between 
carcass measures of backfat and backfat measured by the Technicare 210 DX at the first rib, 
last rib, last lumbar vertebra, and tenth rib, respectively Correlations ranging fi"om .91 to .93 
were reported for measures of loin muscle area assessed in the carcass and by the Technicare 
210 DX ultrasonic machine. 
McClaren et al. (1991) evaluated ultrasound measurements taken at the last rib on 45 pigs 
by five technicians using an A-mode ultrasound machine, Ithaco Model 731 AMI01 body 
composition meter, and a Johnson and Johnson Ultrasound 21ODX B-mode scanner fitted 
with a 3.0 MHz probe. Fat depth measurements taken with the A-mode machine 
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underestimated carcass fat depth. Measures of longissimus muscle area were also less than 
carcass measurements. A machine by operator interaction was detected (P < .001) 
Gresham et al. (1994) used 119 barrows and gilts to determine the accuracy of using a 
single longitudinal scan to estimate carcass composition. The correlations of uitrasonically 
measured loin depth with loin depth and loin eye area measured in the carcass were ,23 and 
17 respectively. Equations predicting weight of boneless cuts, weight of ham and loin and 
percentage of fat standardized lean using ultrasonic measurements were the most accurate, 
with R' values between .78 and .87 and RSD values between 1.30 and 1.92 kg. Coefficient of 
determination values for equations predicting weight were considerably higher (R^ = 60 to 
.87) than those predicting ratios (R* = 30 to .55). 
Liu and StoufFer (1995) reported correlations ranging from .77 to .79 between loin muscle 
area and loin muscle depth measured manually and .61 to ,66 between loin muscle area and 
loin muscle depth measured automatically with the assistance of a computer. Yet, the 
automatic depth measurements provided higher R* values for estimation of lean than manual 
measurements of muscle depth and loin muscle area, 
Ragland et al, (1996) measured backfat, loin depth, loin length and loin muscle area at the 
tenth rib on ultrasound images and on carcass acetate tracings of 348 barrows and gilts. 
Residual correlations after accounting for the effects of sex and breed, and the linear effect of 
live weight at slaughter were ,74 (P < ,01) between scan and carcass measures of loin muscle 
area and ,84 (P < ,01) between scan and carcass measures of backfat. The correlation 
between scan loin muscle area and scan loin muscle depth was .90, while the correlation was 
.63 between scan loin muscle area and scan loin length. Correlations of carcass loin muscle 
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area with carcass loin depth and carcass loin muscle area with carcass loin length were similar 
( 84 and .75, respectively). Mean carcass loin depth exceeded the mean scan loin depth by 81 
cm, and mean scan loin length was 1 40 cm greater than the mean carcass loin length. The 
correlations between scan loin depth and carcass loin muscle area and scan loin length and 
carcass loin muscle area were .69 and 41, respectively. 
Most ultrasonic research results have been reported has been in the form of correlation 
coefficients. There can be problems associated with those parameter estimates. These include 
the fact that population variation influences the magnitude of the estimates, correlation 
coefficients do not reflect bias, and these coefficients are not easily understood by producers 
(Houghton and Turlington, 1992) 
Moeller (1994) investigated alternative statistical measures to assess backfat and loin 
muscle accuracy Frequency distribution and standard error of prediction were suggested as 
alternative methods. Correlation coefficients were found to be inadequate estimates of 
accuracy in predicting carcass measures from live animals, because they fail to enumerate the 
actual differences between the ultrasound and carcass values Standard error prediction, 
however, reflected actual differences between the ultrasound and carcass measures. 
Considerable variation exists between species, technicians, and ultrasound equipment 
regardless of the method utilized to report accuracy (Houghton and Turlington, 1992). 
Stouffer (1988) suggested that amount of dirt, hide thickness, amount and texture of hair, 
degree of fat thickness, and parallel interfaces to ultrasonic sound waves may contribute to the 
lower accuracies associated with the correlation coefficient, 
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Several investigators have found discrepancies when ultrasound was used to predict 
carcass measurements (Giles et al,, 1981; Sather et al., 1982). It has been suggested that 
some of these differences could be due to changes that tissues undergo during the chilling 
process (Mersmann, 1982a) Turlington (1990) found that carcass position influenced carcass 
measurements which therefore influenced the perceived accuracy of ultrasound. In this study, 
three groups of 25 barrows were scanned one day prior to slaughter. After slaughter, one half 
of each carcass was hung on the rail in the traditional manner and the other was placed in a 
standing position by use of a specially made rack. They found no significant differences for 
backfat measurements between the live animal and standing carcass, but reported significant 
differences between the live animal and hanging carcass values, Backfat measurements taken 
from the hanging carcass exceeded those of the standing carcass or live animal. Significant 
differences were also reported for loin muscle area between the live animal, standing carcass, 
and hanging carcass. The hanging carcass measurement area was highest and the standing 
measurement lowest. 
Carcasses are not measured without error (Duello, 1993). Smith et al. (1992) reported a 
correlation of .89 between ribeye area measured by standard dot grid and ribeye area 
measured from acetate tracings. Correlations of .97 and .94 between two carcass evaluators 
for fat thickness and ribeye area were reported by Rouse et al. (1992a). Robinson et al. 
(1992) reported differences of 1.3 cm" between two ribeye area tracers. The diflference was 
presumed to be due to the tendency of the evaluators to deviate either inside or outside the 
muscle boundaries. 
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In sunimarv'. ultrasound has been used to estimate pork carcass composition since the mid-
1950s (Hazel and Kline. 1959) Ultrasonic instruments have ranged from small portable A-
mode machines that provide only a fat depth measurement to B-mode instruments that 
produce two-dimensional images of sections through a part of the body Early research 
concentrated almost exclusively on the measurement of subcutaenous fat thickness as an 
indicator of fatness and on the depth of the loin muscle as an indicator of muscling. Recent 
research has continued to investigate the use of subcutaneous fat measures to estimate fatness, 
but it has also included loin muscle area measurements as an indicator of muscling Backfat 
thickness, loin depth, and loin muscle area have proven to be effective measures for predicting 
carcass composition (Terry et al.. 1989. Moeller. 1994. Ragland. 1996). 
Assessment of Fat and Muscle Deposition Rates in Swine Using Ultrasound 
Mersmann (1982b) used the Scanogram Model 722 to ultrasonically evaluate fat and 
muscle deposition in live sv,ine over weights ranging from 25 to 90 kg. The study was split 
into five separate experiments Seven to nine hogs in each of five weight groups (28. 45. 59. 
78. and 92 kg) were used in the first experiment Pigs were ultrasonically scanned and 
slaughtered to determine the relationship of ultrasound and carcass measures at varying 
slaughter weights. Significant simple correlations (adjusted to a constant weight basis) for 
ultrasonic and carcass measurements were similar and not significantly different across weight 
groups. Considerable variation was present across weight groups in the prediction of body 
composition traits (percent fat, total fat, and percent protein) for both ultrasonic and carcass 
measurements. Twenty-three Yorkshire pigs were serially scanned at 40, 78. and 93 kg in the 
second experiment. DiflFerences were found for deposition rate and percent change in all 
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variables measured. Growth rates were linear for all variables measured Backfat accretion 
ranged from . 17 mm/kg to 27 mm/kg The rate of loin muscle deposition was 27 cm^/kg. 
Mersmann (1984) used a Scanogram Model 722 to assess fat and muscle deposition rates 
of 92 Yorkshire barrows and gilts at 22, 55, and 90 kg Loin muscle area measurements were 
taken at 1/2 body length Backfat measures were taken at 1/5, 1/2. and 3/4 body lengths on 
the midline and 5 cm off the midline Pigs were slaughtered at approximately 92 kg Carcass 
backfat was measured on the midline at the first and last ribs, at the last lumbar vertebra, and 
at the tenth rib (3/4 point) Carcass loin muscle area was measured at the tenth rib Backfat 
accretion measured at 1/2 body length was linear. Other measures of backfat accretion were 
curvilinear with decreased growth at heavier body weights Loin muscle deposition was also 
non-linear Since loin muscle area measurements were taken at only three weights, a 
quadratic coefficient could not be fitted Shoulder and loin backfat accretion slowed 
dramatically as weight increased Backfat measured at the midbody, however, continued to 
deposit linearly 
The effects of season, breed, and sex on backfat accretion and growth of swine were 
investigated by McKay and Gamett (1988). Backfat measurements were taken with a 
Krautkramer ultrasonic device on both sides of the pig at points 5 cm ofif the midline at both 
the last rib and over the loin. Measurements were taken a minimum of four times begirming at 
56 days. Pigs were taken ofF-test at 90 kg. Within pig regressions of backfat thickness on 
liveweight and logic of age on logio liveweight were computed. Interactions involving 
farrowing season, breed, and sex were significant for the regression parameters They found 
that a regression approach was more appropriate for adjusting age to a specific weight and for 
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adjusting backfat at weights below the specific weight. They concluded that future research 
should consider the season of the year, breed, and sex of the animal. 
McLaren et al. (1989) evaluated weights and ultrasonic (Johnson and Johnson 2lODX) 
measurements of backfat and loin muscle area taken at the last rib every two weeks from 42 
days of age until slaughter (approximately 170 days of age) on 48 barrows and 62 gilts. 
Quadratic regressions of ultrasonic measures of backfat and loin muscle area on live weight 
differed for barrows and gilts (P < .05). Partial correlations, adjusted for the effect of sex, 
between all preslaughter and carcass measures were .55, .62, and .55 for ultrasonic fat 
measurements with carcass last rib fat, average carcass backfat, and tenth rib backfat, 
respectively, and .61 for ultrasonic measured loin muscle area with carcass loin muscle area. 
Correlations between carcass and ultrasonic backfat measurements at weights less than 53 kg 
were generally low (r = .00 to 16). Loin muscle correlations at weights greater than 31 kg 
ranged fi"om .40 to 61. Multiple regression was used to investigate the variation in carcass 
characteristics explained by six sets of weight and ultrasound data: nursery, nursery and 
growing, growing, growing and finishing periods, all postweaning data, and preslaugher data. 
Early measures had similar predictive power to preslaughter measures. LOtrasound data 
increased the average adjusted R' values for growing, growing and finishing, and preslaugter 
data by 22, 43, and 33%, respectively. 
Moeller (1990) evaluated backfat and loin muscle deposition using a Aloka 633 real-time 
ultrasound machine on 816 crossbred pigs. Three measurements were taken between the 
weights of 70 and 105 kg. Backfat and loin muscle deposition was found to be linear over the 
weight range. Linear backfat accretion rates were .250 mm/kg (fifth rib), .241 mm/kg (tenth 
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rib), .167 mm/kg (last rib), and . 162 mm/kg (last lumbar). Loin muscle deposition rate was 
,286 cmVkg. Significant sex effects were found for backfat deposition at all locations, with 
barrows depositing fat faster than gilts. No difference was found for loin muscle deposition 
rate of barrows and gilts Gilts, however, had larger loin muscle areas than barrows at all scan 
weights. 
To summarize, the use of real-time ultrasound to monitor protein and fat accretion in 
growing swine appears to be a promising, cost-effective research tool. Accuracy, although 
moderate to high, is subject to variability. Early serial weight and ultrasonic measures of 
backfat and loin muscle area might aid seedstock producers wishing to make early selection 
decisions. 
Use of Ultrasound to Measure Intramuscular Fat 
The presence of marbling or lipids is considered to be of importance to meat quality and 
sensory properties (Garcia et al., 1968; Essen-Gustavsson et al., 1994). Numerous studies 
have suggested that marbling influences the palatability of cooked meat (Judge et al.. 1959, 
Blumer, 1963; Field et al., 1966; Romans et al., 1965; Cameron and Enser, 1991). Increased 
selection for lean, has caused considerable concern regarding the possibility that intramuscular 
fat in pigs has reached or will reach substandard levels (Schworer et al., 1995). Low 
intramuscular fat levels would have detrimental effects on eating quality in pork (Barton-
Gade, 1990). Hence, an objective method to measure intramuscular fat in the live animal is 
needed. Numerous methods of measuring marbling or percentage intramuscular fat in 
livestock have been investigated by animal scientists and engineers. Cross et al. (1983) 
applied a video image analyzer for beef grading. Mitchell et al. (1987) described the 
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application of nuclear magnetic resonance to pork tissues. Thompson (1991) used X-ray 
techniques with computer-aided tomography to evaluate intramuscular fat content in beef 
The possibility of combining the technologies of ultrasound imaging, electromagnetic 
scanning, and optical fat-lean probes for carcass quality measurements was investigated by 
Forrest et al. (1989). Ultrasound technology has emerged as the tool for developing objective 
measure of marbling, because fatty-tissue is a very good reflector of ultrasound (Park, 1991, 
Whittaker et al., 1992). Additionally, ultrasound is easy to use, non-invasive and relatively 
inexpensive. 
Duello et al. (1990) compared marbling measured with an Aloka 633 real-time ultrasound 
machine on 169 randomly castrated steer and bull calves of three synthetically generated frame 
sizes with ether extract analysis on ribeye slices. Correlations ranged from .11 to .71. 
Marbling correlations were generally low but differed from zero for both bulls and steers. 
Brethour (1990) devised a subjective scoring system to quantify ultrasound speckle in 
images of the longissimus muscle of cattle. Speckle scores were highly correlated (P < ,001) 
with carcass marbling scores. Live animal speckle scores classified carcasses with 70.4% 
accuracy. Accuracy ranged from 53% to 94%. These results also suggested that 
mathematical analysis of the uhrasound pixel map statistics might reveal parameters that could 
improve accuracy and precision of the method. 
Whittaker et al. (1992) investigated both A-mode and B-mode ultrasound techniques for 
determining intramuscular fat and marbling score in cattle. Thirty-six beef carcasses were 
sampled to establish the ultrasonic longitudinal speed and attenuation characteristics using A-
mode techniques. The muscle samples were classified into one of seven marbling groups from 
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"moderately abundant" to "traces" The marbling scores of the muscle samples were verified 
by ether extract analysis. Ultrasonic longitudinal speed decreased with increasing fat 
concentration. The correlation between fat concentration and ultrasonic longitudinal speed 
was -.71 This value was significantly higher than the correlation between visual marbling 
score and longitudinal speed (r = -.49; P < ,05). Fourier transform, fractal dimension, 
attenuation, and intensity methods were investigated using real-time ultrasonic images 
acquired on 57 slaughtered animals and 35 live animals. Marbling score of each carcass was 
assigned by a panel of three trained graders employing USDA quality grading standards 
Coefficient of determination values for predicting marbling score of images for live and 
slaughtered animals were .66 and .45, respectively. 
Rouse et al. (1992b) used an Aloka 500 real-time ultrasound machine and histogram 
function for tissue characterization. The 64 shades of gray from the histogram function 
accounted for 41 - 46% of the variation in marbling score and 34 - 44% of the variation in 
percentage ether extract. Conversion of the 64 shades of gray to 256 shades of gray, in 
combination with filtering techniques to reduce noise on the original image, resulted in the 
prediction of 45 - 75% of the variation in marbling score. 
Amin et al. (1993) used spectral analysis of backscattered signals generated from A-mode 
ultrasound to evaluate marbling and percentage ether extract in 49 ribeye samples. The 
spectral analysis parameters accounted for 56% of the variation in ether extract values. 
Greater than 70% of the marbling grades were classified accurately with a multi-parameter 
pattern recognition method using discriminant analysis. The classification accuracy was 69% 
for select and 74% for choice. All misclassified samples fell into an adjacent grade. 
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Speckle noise in B-mode images of the ribeye muscle acquired from 60 live beef cattle was 
related to marbling score by Liu et al. (1993). Correlations between autocorrelations of 
speckle noise in the images and the carcass marbling score ranged from .21 to .82. 
Real-time ultrasound images were collected on 139 yearling bulls and 134 yearling steers 
with an AJoka 500V and used to develop and test four percentage fat prediction models by 
Wilson et al. (1993) Model I included only Fourier transform parameters. Model II added 
ultrasound-measured 12th and 13th rib fat thickness. Model III added animal age and 
histogram statistics. Model IV included factor and score analysis parameters for the gray­
scale histogram data in addition to an image analysis moment descriptor parameter. 
Correlations between carcass and ultrasound-predicted percent fat were .62, .74, .76, and .77 
for models I, II, III, and IV, respectively. The Fourier transform parameters gave the highest 
R' values for predicting percentage intramuscular fat from real-time ultrasound data. The 
addition of live animal information and measurements improved prediction accuracy 
Schaefer et al. (1993) analyzed real-time ultrasonic images collected on 30 steers at four 
locations over the back and once over the shoulder using digital image analysis techniques to 
determine the amount and the intensity of the shades of gray present in the images. The 
relationship between these measures and percentage intramuscular fat and marbling score was 
investigated. Coefficients of determination by location ranged from 17 to .50 for marbling 
and .20 to .51 for percentage intramuscular fat. 
Brethour (1994) used neural network processing of texture statistics of ultrasound images 
from 108 steers to predict percentage intramuscular fat. Second-order statistics from texture 
parameters were used for prediction. (These statistics are more invariant to differences in 
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echogenicity (transducer contact, hair coat and attentuation) than first-order statistics). They 
found neural network results to be more accurate than those obtained by multiple regression. 
Similarly, McCauley et al. (1993) obtained accurate predicted values (.83 RMSE) of 
percentage intramuscular fat in a study using 70 animals. 
Park et al. (1994a) used A-mode ultrasound for intramuscular fat measurement in 124 beef 
carcasses They found ultrasonic speed decreased vvith increasing fat concentration. A 
nonlinear regression model was developed to predict intramuscular fat content. The model 
predicted intramuscular fat concentration with 90% accuracy for samples with greater than 
8% fat and with 76.4% accuracy for samples with less than 8% fat (P < .001). 
Park et al. (1994b) used frequency analysis of Fourier spectra from ultrasonic signals to 
predict intramuscular fat content of beef tissue. A multivariate regression model using 
parameters in the frequency domain resulted in a coefficient of determination of .82. The 
model predicted with an average of 1.17 percentage intramuscular fat error (P < .05). The 
model was most appropriate for predicting percentage intramuscular fat below 4%. The mean 
accuracy of the model was approximately 79%. 
A computerized ultrasound system developed by Amin et al. (1995) was used to 
objectively evaluate percentage intramuscular fat from a B-mode longissimus muscle image 
taken over the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth ribs. The Pearson's and Spearman's 
correlation coefficients between predicted and the actual percentage intramuscular fat for a set 
of 200 images were .79 and .75, respectively. The coefficient of determination was .63. The 
root-mean-square was 1.21, and the regression slope was 1.07. 
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Izquierdo (1996) used multiple regression and cluster analysis to develop prediction 
models for ultrasound percentage intramuscular fat of image parameters. Prediction accuracy 
for percentage intramuscular fat resulted in a model with a root mean square error of 1.43% 
and a coefficient of determination of 59. This model included exclusively image parameters. 
For actual percentage intramuscular fat between .5% and 6%, percentage intramuscular fat 
was predicted with an average error of ±.9%. 
Limited research has been conducted investigating ultrasound for evaluating marbling in 
swine. Dion et al. (1996) used real-time ultrasound to predict marbling score in swine. The 
accuracy of prediction was essentially zero Ville et al. (1997) investigated the use of A-mode 
and B-mode ultrasound techniques to evaluate intramuscular fat in live swine. A Toshiba 
Sonolayer operating at 5 Mhz was used to collect three ultrasonic images from the 
longissimus muscle behind the last rib on 180 pigs weighing approximately 20 kg. The mean 
pixel value, the standard deviation of the mean pixel value and its coefficient of variation, the 
autocorrelation of the pixel values, and the regression coefficient of the mean pixel value were 
acquired from the B-mode images. Significant relationships with percentage intramuscular fat 
were found only for mean pixel value and its coefficient of variation. A PigloglOS was used 
for measuring percentage intramuscular fat at approximately 60 and 100 kg. The coefficient 
of variation of mean pixel value between images within animals was 48%. No significant 
correlations were found between the spectral data and the gravimetric determination of 
percentage intramuscular fat. 
In summary, a variety of experimental ultrasonic techniques have been used to objectively 
evaluate tissue composition. Results from previous studies relating ultrasound predicted 
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intramuscular fat or marbling score to carcass intramuscular fat or marbling score have been 
inconsistent Yet, with further research, these techniques may have the potential to be used as 
an objective method for intramuscular fat or marbling evaluation 
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PREDICTION OF INTRAMUSCULAR FAT IN LIVE SWINE USING REAL-TIME 
ULTRASOUND 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Animal Science 
K. D. Ragland, L. L. Christian, T, J Baas, and J. Brondum 
Abstract 
One hundred seventy barrows and 130 gilts were scanned prior to slaughter with an Aloka 
500V real-time ultrasonic machine fitted with a 12.5 cm, 3 .5 MHz linear array transducer. 
Cross-sectional and longitudinal images were collected on each animal. The cross-sectional 
image was obtained with a guide and used for determining real-time ultrasound backfat 
(RTUBF) and loin muscle area (RTULMA). The longitudinal image was used for texture 
analysis. At 24 h post mortem, carcasses were ribbed, scored for marbling, and a loin sample 
was extracted to determine percentage of intramuscular fat (IMF). Animals were randomly 
assigned to two groups. Two hundred were utilized to develop IMF prediction models 
(Model 1 - Model9) The remaining 100 records were used to validate the models. Stepwise 
regression was employed for selection of variables to determine the prediction models. The 
validation statistics compared were R*, RMSE, residual distribution, the intercept and slope of 
the regression of actual on predicted values, and the correlation between actual and predicted 
values. Model 3 (only texture parameters) compared with Model4 (Model3 plus live weight), 
Models (Model3 plus RTULMA), and Model6 (Model3 plus RTUBF) revealed the addition 
of RTULMA and RTUBF to improve prediction accuracy. Model2 (only significant texture 
parameters plus RTUBF and RTULMA), in comparison to Model 1 (only significant texture 
parameters), gave a larger R^ and a smaller RMSE. The correlation between Model2 real­
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time ultrasound predicted IMF (RTUIMF) and IMF was 70, while the RMSE was 82 WTien 
RTUIMF and IMF were grouped into one of six classes. 71 % of the predicted values were 
correctly classified. All misclassifications fell into an adjacent class 
Introduction 
Enhancements in muscle quality as well as quantity of muscle are essential for improved 
consumer acceptance of pork Specific factors influencing pork quality, therefore must be 
addressed 
The presence of marbling or lipids is considered important to meat quality and sensory 
properties (Garcia et al.. 1968, Essen-Gustavsson et al,. 1994). Numerous studies have 
suggested that marbling influences the palatability of cooked meat (Judge et al.. 1959: Blumer. 
1963, Field et al., 1966, Romans et al.. 1969; and Cameron and Enser. 1991) 
The trend in modem pork production has been toward producing leaner pork Increased 
selection for lean has caused a reduction of percentage of intramuscular fat (IMF) in pigs 
(Schworer et al., 1995). Continued reduction of IMF levels could have detrimental effects on 
eating quality- of pork (Banon-Gade. 1990). 
Heritability estimates for IMF range from 0.49 to 0.81 (Duniec et al., 1961; Barton-Gade, 
1990; Schworer et al., 1995) The genetic correlation between IMF and backfat is low (rg = -
0.30) (Barton-Gade, 1990) Hence, breeding programs emphasizing simultaneous selection 
for higher levels of IMF and a decreased fat content should be possible. 
At present breeding programs for improving muscle quality require measurements on the 
carcass. Direct selection cannot be performed, and breeding programs for these traits must be 
based on results from progeny or siblings. 
Real-time ultrasound offers an alternative to collecting muscle quality measurements on 
the carcass, because it allows noninvasive measurement of IMF on the live animal at a 
reasonable cost. 
Correlations of .9 and .8 have been reported between ultrasonic and carcass estimates of 
tenth - eleventh rib subcutaneous fat and loin muscle area, respectively (Moeller. 1994) Few 
studies have been conducted to evaluate the accuracy of ultrasound in predicting IMF in 
swine. Dion et al. (1996) predicted marbling score (MS) with real-time ultrasonic cross-
sectional and longitudinal scans. Accuracy of prediction was essentially zero. Ragland (1996) 
reponed a low correlation (r = .30) between IMF and MS. This may be because MS is 
determined subjectively, and the whole MS range is rarely used. Hence, MS may not be an 
adequate method for comparison or calibration of equipment for quantitative fat analysis. 
Ville et al. (1997) investigated A-mode and B-mode ultrasound techniques to evaluate IMF in 
live swine IMF was significantly related with the mean pixel value calculated from B-mode 
images and its coefficient of variation. No significant correlations were found between the 
spectral data generated from A-mode ultrasound and the gravimetric determination of IMF 
The objective of this study, therefore, was to investigate the feasibility of predicting IMF 
in the longissimus muscle of live swine from a single real-time ultrasonic longitudinal image 
and using this procedure to classify animals into specific IMF groups. 
Materials and Methods 
Data used for this project were collected as a pan of the 1995 National Barrow Show® 
(NBS) Progeny Test and the 1996 Livestock Producer Assistance Program (LPAP) test both 
conducted at the Northeast Iowa Swine Improvement Association Station located near New 
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Hampton, Iowa. Animals in the NBS test represented the eight major breeds and crossbreds, 
while only crossbreds were included in the LPAP test. 
After completion of the above tests, pigs were weighed and scanned on an individual basis 
at weekly intervals upon reaching a weight > 109 kg. Scanning occurred 24 h prior to 
slaughter and was accomplished with an ALOKA 500V (Corometrics Medical Systems, 
Wallingford, Connecticut) real-time ultrasonic machine fitted with a 12.5 cm, 3.5 MHz linear 
array transducer. Pigs were restrained in a scale to standardize and facilitate ultrasonic image 
collection. Soybean oil was used as a couplant to gain optimum image quality 
Two ultrasonic images were taken on each pig. The first image was taken along the 
dorsal midline at the tenth rib while the transducer was aligned perpendicular to the spine and 
was acquired using a sound emitting transducer guide (Superflab, Mick Radio Nuclear 
Instruments, Inc., Bronx, NY) which fitted the natural contour of the pig's back. A 
longitudinal image was taken approximately 5 cm off the midline and parallel to the spine. 
The image included the 9th, 10th, and 11th ribs. Both images were subsequently digitized on-
site using a personal computer equipped with a frame-grabber board and controlling sofhvare. 
The images were stored as digitized binary files for later interpretation. 
Digitized cross-sectional images were interpreted for tenth rib backfat (RTUBF) and loin 
muscle area (RTULMA) using Quality Evaluation and Prediction (Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa), a computer software package developed specifically to measure linear distances 
and areas of digitized images and to matriculate these to a data file. RTUBF was the 
measured distance from the outer edge of the skin at the center of the longissimus muscle to 
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the start of the fascia layer at approximately 5 cm lateral to the spine, RTULMA was 
measured as the traced area of the loin muscle at the tenth rib. 
Longitudinal images were converted from binary format to bitmap format and subjectively 
evaluated for image quality. Blurred images and images with echoes or interference were 
removed from the analysis. Images were converted from the bitmap format to portable 
anymap format. The software package Khoros 2.0 fKhoral Research Inc., Albuquerque, NM) 
was used for image analysis. A vertical (Figure 1) and horizontal (Figure 2) histogram of each 
image was generated and used to automatically and objectively place regions of interest (ROI) 
in each image. The vertical histogram was used to determine the bottom of the loin muscle 
and the horizontal histogram to determine the interface between the tenth and eleventh ribs. 
Two 100*60 pixel regions of interest were then selected from the image. The regions of 
interest were placed 50 pixels above the bottom of the loin muscle and 20 pixels to the left 
and right of the interface between the tenth and eleventh ribs, as determined by the vertical 
and horizontal histograms, respectively (Figure 3). Sixteen co-occurrence texture analysis 
parameters were then calculated for both selected regions of interest. The specific co­
occurrence texture analysis parameters were the horizontal center of the ROI, (HCROI); 
vertical center of the ROI, (VCROI); ROI perimeter; ((ROI perimeter)^/area of ROI); average 
intensity, (AVGI); median intensity, (MEDI), maximum intensity, (MAXI); intensity sum, 
contrast, (CON), (intensity sum)^ (intensity sum)\ (ISUM"*); (intensity sum)', (ISUM'); 
(intensity sum)®, (ISUlVf); (intensity sum)^ entropy, (ENT); and angular second moment, 
(ASM). Texture values used for model development were averaged across the two regions of 
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interest. Texture parameters provide information about the image patterns generated in part 
by ultrasound scattering. 
Upon completion of scanning, the pigs were transported to Hormel Co, in Austin, 
Minnesota, for slaughter and carcass evaluation. Carcass measurements were taken by Iowa 
State University personnel following a two-hour rapid chill. Standard carcass collection 
procedures (including subjective evaluation of MS) were followed, as outlined in Procedures 
to Evaluate Market Hogs (NPPC, 1991, 3rd ed.). In addition, a sample was excised from the 
loin muscle at the tenth rib The intramuscular lipids from the excised samples (IMF) were 
measured according to the total lipid extraction method of Bligh and Dyer (1959), 
Values obtained from texture analysis were independent variables used in the development 
of prediction models, IMF and MS were the dependent variables. Stepwise regression 
procedures (SAS, 1985) were used to select variables for inclusion in the prediction models. 
Variable selection was based primarily on R\ RMSE, and Mallow's Cp statistic (Cp), The 
models chosen were those that produced the largest and minimum RMSE and that included 
the smallest number of variables possible. 
Of the 300 images used, 200 were randomly chosen for model development. Linear 
regression (SAS, 1985) was used to calculate predicted MSE (PMSE) and predicted R' (PR'). 
The set of 100 independent observations was used to validate each prediction model. Real­
time ultrasound predicted values for IMF (RTUIMF) and MS (RTUMS) were calculated for 
each animal in the validation data set using each prediction model. Predicted MS values were 
rounded to integers. The validation statistics compared were R^ (VR^), MSE (VMSE), mean 
absolute value of the residual (ARES), residual distribution, the intercept (INT) and slope 
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(SLP) of the regression of actual on predicted values, and the Pearson (CORp) and Spearman 
(CORs) correlations between actual and predicted values. The ARES was calculated as: 
= Y - Y. I I 
The range of the predicted values was calculated to evaluate the ability of the model to 
predict extreme values. 
ARES were sorted into one of five classes. The ARES classes were 0-.25%, .26-. 50%, 
.51-.75%, .76-1.0%, and > 1.0%. The frequency of observations in each class was 
determined. 
Accuracy of RTUIMF was also compared within specific ranges of the carcass 
measurement to determine whether ultrasonic accuracy differences depend on the relative 
magnitude of the IMF value. IMF was broken into three categories, each representing 
approximately one third of the observations. IMF categories (IMFCAT) were < 2.00%, > 
2.01% and < 3.00%, and > 3.01%. 
IMF and RTUIMF values were grouped in one of six classes (IMFCLASS); < 1%, 1-2%, 
2-3%, 3-4%, 4-5% and > 5%. The frequency of correct, underestimated, and overestimated 
observations in each class was determined. 
Results and Discussion 
The distribution and simple statistics for IMF by sex for the prediction and validation sets 
are given in Table 1. The IMF mean values were 1.3% and 1.4% greater for barrows than 
gilts in the prediction and validation data sets, respectively. Table 2 gives the distribution and 
simple statistics for MS by sex for the prediction and validation sets. The MS mean values 
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were similar for barrows and gilts in the prediction data set, while values were 11% greater 
for barrows than gilts in the validation data set. 
The distribution of the prediction and validation sets by marbling score and sex is given in 
Table 3. There was no incidence of a MS of five for either barrows or gilts in either data set. 
Over 90% of the observations in the prediction and validation data sets were scored as either a 
two or three. 
Based on the stepwise regression results, Models (included HCROI, VCROl, AVGI, 
MEDI, CON, ISUM"*, and ISUM^) was chosen as the best model when using only texture 
variables to predict IMF. Although Models was the best model to predict EMF, it was not 
parsimonious. Some of the variables in ModeB accounted for only a small portion of the 
variation in IMF, and their regressions were not significantly different from zero. These may 
introduce bias in future predictions. A more parsimonious model, therefore was sought. 
Model 1 (included AVGI, MEDI, ISUM"*, and ISUM') was a parsimonious model and used 
only texture variables whose regressions were significantly different from zero. Although it 
produced a lower R'and higher RMSE than Models, it may be less biased in future 
predictions. 
RTUBF, RTULMA, and live weight (LWT) of the animal account for some IMF 
variation. Five more prediction models, therefore, were developed by adding RTUBF, 
RTULMA, and LWT each to Models separately and with all three included. Additionally, the 
significant (P < .05) live animal measures, RTUBF and RTULMA, were added to the 
parsimonious model, Model 1. Model4 (included HCROI, VCROI, AVGI, MEDI, CON, 
ISUM^ ISUM^ and LWT), Models (included HCROI, VCROl, AVGI, MEDI, CON, 
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ISUM', ISUM^ and RTULMA), and Model6 (included HCROI, VCROI. AVGI, MEDI, 
CON, ISUM"*, ISUM^ and RTUBF) included the same variables as Model3 plus LWT, 
RTULMA, and RTUBF, respectively Model? (included HCROI, VCROL AVGI, MEDI, 
CON, ISUM"*, ISUM', LWT, RTULMA, and RTUBF) included the same variables as Model3 
plus LWT, RTULMA, and RTUBF. Model2 (included AVGI, MEDI, ISUM', ISUM^ 
RTUBF, and RTULMA) included the same variables as Model 1 plus RTUBF and RTULMA 
LWT was excluded from Model2, because its regression on IMF was not significant. 
Based on the stepwise regression results, ModelS (included AVGI, MEDI, MAXI. CON, 
ISUM"*, ISUM^, ENT, and ASM) was chosen as the best model to predict MS when using 
only texture variables. RTUBF, RTULMA, and LWT each also account for some variation in 
MS as well. Hence, another prediction model, Model9 (included AVGI. MEDI, MAXI, 
CON, ISUM', ISUM^ ENT, ASM, RTUBF, RTULMA, and LWT), was developed by 
adding RTUBF, RTULMA, and LWT to Models. 
Results from the prediction and validation processes for MS are summarized in Table 4. 
In general, prediction results were poor. 
Table 5 summarizes results from the prediction and validation processes for IMF. Models 
containing only texture analysis features (Model 1 and Model3) were less precise than models 
containing texture features and live animal measures as evidenced by a lower R^, higher MSE, 
and a smaller range of predicted values. Model 1 and ModelS had among the highest values 
for ARES, as well. As indicated by MacNeil (1983), an unbiased prediction model should 
result in an intercept not significantly different than zero and a slope not significantly different 
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from one when the predicted values are regressed on the actual values. As indicated by the 
INT and SLP, both Model 1 and Model3 are unbiased. 
The addition of RTULMA (ModelS) and RTUBF (Model6) as independent variables to 
texture features included in Models resulted in unbiased models which dramatically improved 
accuracy The addition of LWT as an independent variable (Model4) to texture feauires 
included in Models resulted in an unbiased model, but the model showed no improvement in 
R' over Models. 
According to R' and MSE values. Model? appeared to be the best model. Validation of 
Model? did result in among the lowest values for ARES as well as the largest overall range of 
predicted values. Yet, as evidenced by the INT, Model? is a biased model. Since the slope 
does not significantly differ from one and the intercept does significantly differ from zero, the 
predicted values may be biased (MacNeil, 198S). 
Model2 is the most useful model for IMF prediction, because it is an unbiased model with 
only significant independent variables. Additionally, this model has among the highest 
accuracy as evidenced by the lowest ARES (0.64%). The Pearson and Spearman correlations 
between IMF and Model2 RTUIMF were .?0 and .68, respectively. Model6 (Model S texture 
variables and RTUBF) has an accuracy similar to that of Model2, but all independent variables 
in Model6 are not significant. Non-significant variables may account for noise and introduce 
bias into fijture predictions (Hassen et al., 1995). 
Table 6 shows the classification of absolute residuals for each model by ARES class. 
Model2 had the greatest number of residuals less than .25% and .?5%. Eighty-three percent 
of the residuals from Model2 were less than 1%. 
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The accuracy of Model2 RTUIMF by fMP category (IMFCAT) is given in Table 7 
ARES and VMSE were similar in the lowest two IMF categories. Yet, both values increased 
for the IMF category > 3 0% This suggests that accuracy is influenced by the relative 
amount of IMF 
Table 8 gives the accuracy associated with the grouping of IMF and Model2 RTUIMF 
values into one of six classes (IMFCLASS) Seventy-one percent of the predicted values were 
correctly classified. All misclassifications fell into an adjacent class. The predominate number 
of RTUIMF values misclassified were overestimated. 
Implications 
The results of this study indicate that objective measurement of IMF of the live animal 
with real-time ultrasound is feasible The addition of RTUBF and RTULMA to texture 
analysis parameters enhanced prediction accuracy Objective measurement of IMF on the live 
animal will allow the identification of breeding animals that are superior for IMF. Selection 
based on muscle quality measurements taken on the live animal will, therefore be possible. 
The use of this technology may also be applicable in carcass evaluation. Image collection and 
procedures for image analysis must be fijnher refined to enhance accuracy of IMF prediction. 
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Table 1. Distribution and simple statistics for intramuscular fat in the prediction and 
validation sets by sex. 
Intramuscular fat 
Prediction set Validation set 
Barrows Gilts Barrows Gilts 
No. observations 116 84 54 46 
Mean 2.88 2.25 3,19 2.33 
Standard deviation 1.30 0.90 1.37 0.79 
Minimum 0.99 0,95 1.19 1.01 
Maximum 7.67 5 17 7 55 4.28 
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Table 2. Distribution and simple statistics for marbling score in the prediction and 
validation sets by sex. 
Marbling score 
Prediction set Validation set 
Barrows Gilts Barrows Gilts 
No. observations 116 84 54 46 
Mean 2.38 2.40 2.41 2,14 
Standard deviation 0.67 0.63 0.73 0.50 
Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 4.00 4,00 4.00 3.00 
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Table 3. Distribution of the prediction and validation sets by marbling score and sex. 
Barrows Gilts Barrows Gilts 
Marbling score Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % 
1 9 4.5 5 2.5 5 5 0 3 3.0 
2 56 28.0 42 21.0 23 23.0 34 34.0 
3 48 24 0 36 18.0 24 24.0 9 9.0 
4 3 1.5 1 0.5 2 2.0 0 0 
5  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  
Table 4. Prediction and validation results for each model developed for marbling score. 
PMSE" VMSE" INr SLP^ ARES,%^ COR,.'' CORs' VRANGEj 
Models'' .64 64 001 0007 2 28* 04 60 03 04 2 -3 
Model9 .62 63 13 .03 180* .21** .47 18 19 2 -3 
°Mcan Square of prediction 
'"Mean Square Error of validation. 
'R" for prediction 
•'R" for validation. 
"Intercept of the regression of actual and predicted values 
"^Slopc of the regression of actual and predicted values 
^Mean absolute value of the residual. 
''Pearson correlation. 
'Spearman correlation 
'Range of the predicted values. 
^Models included AVGl, MEDl. MAXI, CON, ISUM*. ISUM^ ENT, and ASM 
Modcl9 included AVGI, MEDI, MAXI. CON, ISUM*. 1SUM^ ENT, ASM, RTIJBF, RTULMA, and LWT. 
•Inlcrccpl different than zero (P < ()5) 
** Slope different than one (P < 05). 
Table 5. Prediction and validation results for each model developed for percentage intramuscular fat. 




 CORs' VRANGEj 
Model l'' 1.03 97 28 .27 28 89 73 52 57 36-4.04 
ModeI2 90 .82 45 .49 11 94 64 70 68 42- 5 03 
Model3 99 93 33 .34 13 95 71 58 63 57-4 20 
Model4 99 93 .34 33 15 .94 70 .58 63 .53-4.17 
Models .92 84 43 46 08 96 63 68 70 ,36-4 46 
Model6 .90 81 .46 50 .11 94 64 .71 .69 55 - 5 21 
Model? .88 .81 .48 49 40* 82 .66 70 69 .45-5.52 
"Mean Square of prediction. •Intercept difTerent than zero (P < .05) 
'iVtcan Square Error of validation 
"R' for fH^iction. 
''R' for validation. 
'Intercept of the regression of actual and p-cdicted values 
'slope of the regression of actual and predicted values. 
'Mean absolute value of the residual. 
""Pearson correlation. 
'Spearman correlation. 
'Range of the predicted values. 
^ModcH included AVGI, MEDl, ISUM', and 1SUM^ Model2 included AVGl, MEDl. ISUM\ 1SUM\ RTUBF. and RTULMA Model! included HCROI, 
VCROI, AVGI, MEDI, CON, ISUM', and ISUM'. ModeW included HCROI, VCROl, AVGI, MEDI, CON, ISUM', 1SUM\ and LWT. Models included 
HCROI, VCROI. AVGI, MEDI, CON, ISUM\ ISUM\ and RTULMA Modcl6 included HCROI. VCROl, AVGI. MEDl. CON. 1SUM^ 1SUM\ and 
RTUBF Model? included HCROI, VCROI, AVGI, MEDI. CON. ISUM', ISUM'. LWT. RTULMA. and RTUBF 
Table 6. Frequency and cumulative frequency distribution of the absolute value of the residuals for percentage 
intramuscular fat for each model^ developed. 
<0 25% < 0 50% <0 75% <100% >1.00% 
% Cum % % Cum % % Cum % % Cum % % Cum % 
MODEL I 24 24 20 44 17 61 11 72 28 100 
MODEL2 24 24 22 46 23 69 14 83 17 100 
MODEL3 17 17 26 43 15 58 18 76 24 100 
MODEL4 19 19 28 47 14 61 17 78 22 100 
MODELS 27 27 24 51 17 68 11 79 21 100 
M0DEL6 19 19 27 46 21 67 19 86 14 100 
MODEL? 24 24 22 46 14 60 17 77 23 100 
"Model 1 included AVGl, MEDl, ISUM', and 1SUM\ 
Model2 included AVGl, MEDI. ISUM'. 1SUM\ RTUBF, and RTULMA 
Models included HCROl. VCROI, AVGl, MEDl, CON. ISUM', and 1SUM\ 
Model4 included HCROl, VCROI, AVGl. MEDl. CON. ISUM', ISUM', and L\VT 
Models included HCROl. VCROI. AVGl. MEDI. CON. ISUM'. ISUM', and RTULMA 
ModcI6 included HCROl. VCROI. AVGl, MEDI, CON, ISUM', ISUM^ and RTUBF 
Model? included HCROl, VCROI, AVGl, MEDl, CON, ISUM', 1SUM^ LWT, RTULMA, and RTUBF 
See te.xt for explanation of abbreviations used in models 
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Table 7. Accuracy of Model2* real-time ultrasound predicted intramuscular fat by 
intramuscular fat category. 
IMFCAT" ARES, VMSE"' 
<2.00% 0.63 0.77 
>2.01% and <3.00% 0.64 0,77 
>3.01 0.72 0,97 
"Model! included AVGl. MEDl. ISUM'. ISUM\ RTUBF. and RTULMA. 
""IMFCAT = One of three intramuscular fat categories: S 2.00%. > 2.01% and < 3 .00%. 2 3.01%. 
'ARES = Mean absolute value of the residual. 
"'VMSE = Mean Square Error of validation. 
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Table 8. Distribution of correct, underestimated, and overestimated observations for 
Model2' real-time ultrasound predicted intramuscular fat by intramuscular 
fat class. 
[MFCLASS'' Under Correct Over 
< 1% 0 1 0 
1-2% 0 17 13 
2-3% 0 30 10 
3-4% 0 15 4 
4-5% 0 5 0 
> 5% 2 3 0 
"Model! included AVGI. MEDI. ISUM"'. ISUM\ RTUBF. and RTULMA. 
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Figure 1. Vertical histogram of longitudinal ultrasonic image. 
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Putdata: /tmp/io2EEF.5 
:ure 2. Horizontal histogram of longitudinal image 
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Figure 3. Longitudinal ultrasonic image with two regions of interest 
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PERFORMANCE AND BODY COMPOSITION OF GILTS FROM DIFFERING 
GENETIC LINES AS AFFECTED BY NUTRITIONAL PROGRAM 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Animal Science 
K. D. Ragland, L. L Christian, T. J. Baas, and R. N. Goodwin 
Abstract 
Live animal ultrasound scans were taken on 646 gilts at approximately 120, 180, and 300 
d of age. The average live weights at each stage were 63, 109, and 158 kg. The gilts were of 
five genetic lines obtained from industry cooperators 8 to 15 d old as early weaned pigs. The 
pigs were subsequently co-mingled and reared at a single site according to segregated early 
weaning procedures, moved from the ofF-site nursery at 16 to 18 kg to a central testing 
station, and subsequently moved to an environmentally controlled, curtain-sided facility when 
the average pig weight was 41 kg. Upon reaching an average age of 120 d, they were 
randomly assigned to one of three gilt development nutritional programs, ad libitum, high 
protein (T1), ad libitum, low protein (T2); or restricted intake, high protein (T3). These 
treatments were continued to an average age of 180 d at which time they were then penned by 
genetic type and restricted fed for the duration of the project. Gilts were scanned using a 
Corometrics Aloka 500V real-time ultrasonic machine fitted with a 12.5 cm, 3.5 MHz 
ultrasonic transducer. Tenth rib backfat and loin muscle area were measured ultrasonically on 
the right side of each pig along the dorsal midline at the tenth rib. Average daily gain (ADG), 
backfat deposition rate (BFR), and loin muscle area deposition rate (LMAR) were calculated 
between 120 and 180 d, 180 and 300 d, and 120 and 300 d of age. Residual correlations after 
accounting for the fixed effects of treatment (T), genetic line (G), and T x G and the linear 
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effect of live weight were .60, .62, and .47 (P < .01) between BFIO at the first and second 
scan period, the second and third scan period, and the first and third scan period, respectively 
Genetic line differences (P < .05) were observed for BFR, LMAR, and ADG for all scan 
periods. Gilts on T3 grew slower (P < .05) than T1 and T2 gilts; however, T3 gilts exhibited 
compensatory gain between 180 and 300 d. Gilts on T2 had the highest (P < 05) rate of fat 
accretion A G x T interaction fP < .05) was observed for ADG between 120 and 180 d. 
Introduction 
Animal growth is the result of numerous biological processes regulated by genetic and 
environmental conditions. An animal's genetic composition determines the maximum rate at 
which these processes occur. Environmental conditions, especially dietary regimen, determine 
the proportion of the genetic potential actually expressed. Nutrient requirements for pigs vary 
depending upon their genetic potential for lean growth (Friesen et al., 1994). Friesen et al. 
(1995) suggested that high-lean growth gilts require greater dietary lysine than current NRC 
estimates to maximize gain, gain to feed ratio, and protein accretion. Bikker et al. (1994) 
reponed that the optimum amino acid to energy ratio is dependent on the genetic potential of 
the animal for protein deposition. The objective of this study was to clarify these relationships 
by investigating possible interactions of nutritional programs and genetic types of growing 
gilts. 
Materials and Methods 
Animals cmd feeding. Six hundred and forty-six gilts of five different genetic lines 
(Genetic Improvement Services, Genetipork, Hampshire-Duroc Fi, National Genetic 
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Technology and Yorkshire-Landrace Fi) were used in this study Gilts were acquired between 
8 to 15 d of age and sent to the Minnesota Pork Producers Association (MPPA) segregated-
early-weaning (SEW) station located near Waseca, MN where they were fed SEW and starter 
diets (Table 1). 
Upon achieving weights of 16 to 18 kg, pigs were moved to the MPPA Swine Testing 
Station located near New Ulm, MN. There they were placed in an environmentally controlled 
facility, grouped seven or eight per pen, and fed the grower diet (Table 1). 
Gilts were moved to pens in a curtain-sided, partially-slotted floored building at the station 
when average pig weight was approximately 41 kg. Each 2.4 m by 7.6 m pen accommodated 
approximately 19 gilts The gilts continued to be fed the grower diet. 
At an average age of 120 d (approximately 68 kg), gilts were assigned to one of three gilt 
development diets (Table 1), ad libitum, high protein (Tl), ad libitum, low protein (T2), or 
restricted intake (1.8 kg/d), high protein (T3). Littermates were assigned across diets, (jilts 
assigned to Tl and T2 were fed a gestation diet (2.05 kg/d) (Table 1) after they weighed 114 
kg and until approximately 180 days of age. (jilts assigned to T3 received the grower diet 
from 68 to 136 kg. They were subsequently placed on T3 until 180 d of age. 
Upon reaching 180 d of age, gilts were penned by genetic type in the same facility and 
restricted fed (2.05 kg/d) the gestation diet until 200 d of age. Then they received 2.73 kg/d 
of the gestation diet until they were mated at which time they were reduced to 2 .05 kg/d until 
300 d of age. 
Ultrasonic evaluation. Gilts were weighed and ultrasonically evaluated for backfat 
thickness at the tenth rib (BFIO) and loin muscle area (LMA) at approximately 120, 180, and 
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300 d of age Scanning was accomplished with an ALOKA 500V (Corometrics Medical 
Systems, Wallingford, Connecticut) real-time ultrasonic machine fitted with a 12,5 cm, 3.5 
Mhz linear array transducer. Ultrasonic images were digitized on-site using a personal 
computer equipped with a frame-grabber board and controlling software The images were 
stored as digitized files for later interpretation. 
Ultrasonic images were taken along the dorsal midline at the tenth rib on the right side of 
each pig The transducer was aligned perpendicular to the spine at the tenth rib, and a cross-
sectional image of the loin muscle and subcutaneous fat overlying the loin muscle acquired 
using a sound-emitting transducer guide that fitted the natural contour of the pig's back. 
Digitized images were interpreted using Quality Evaluation and Prediction (Iowa State 
University. Ames, Iowa), a computer software package developed specifically to measure 
linear distance and area of digitized images and matriculate to a data file. BFIO was measured 
as the distance from the outer edge of the skin to the start of the fascia layer in the center of 
the longissimus muscle at a point approximately 5 cm lateral to the spine. 
Average daily gain (ADG), backfat deposition rate (BFR), and loin muscle area rate 
(LMAR) were calculated between 120 and 180 d (period 1), 180 and 300 d (period 2), and 
120 and 300 d (period 3). 
Statistical analysis. A least squares analysis of variance procedure using a general linear 
model (SAS. 1985) was used to evaluate dependent variables. The general model included 
the eflfects of treatment (T), genetic line (G), and T x G and the linear eflFect of live weight. 
Weight at 120 d of age was used as the linear covariate in the model for traits measured 
between 120 and 180 d and 120 and 300 d. Weight at 180 d of age was used as the linear 
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covariate in the mode! for traits measured between 180 and 300 d. Residual correlations were 
computed between traits 
Results and Discussion 
Least squares means and standard errors for growth and composition traits across genetic 
line are given in Table 2. Genetic line differences (P < .05) were observed for ADG, BFR, 
and LMAR in all three periods. 
Residual correlations are given in Table 3. Residual correlations after accounting for the 
effects of treatment, genetic line and interaction, and the linear effect of live weight for BFIO 
were ,60, .62, and .47 (P < .01) between the first and second scan period, the second and third 
scan period, and the first and third scan period, respectively. The corresponding correlations 
for LMA were .51, 49, and .45 (P <01), respectively. Ultrasound measurements taken in 
adjacent periods were more highly correlated than those taken in nonadjacent periods. 
Least squares treatment means and standard errors for growth and composition changes 
are given in Table 4. Significant treatment differences were observed for ADGl, BFRl, and 
LMARl. Gilts allocated to T3 had the lowest ADGl, BFRl, and LMARl. T2 gihs had the 
highest ADGl and BFRl. Tl gilts were intermediate for ADGl and BFRl. No significant 
differences were observed between Tl and T2 for LMARl between 120 and 180 d. 
Between 180 and 300 d of age, gihs in treatment three had more fat accretion and were 
faster growing (P < .05) than gilts allocated to treatments one and two. No significant 
treatment differences were observed in LMAR2 between 180 and 300 d. Several authors 
have reported similar results showing compensatory gain in pigs after a period of feed 
restriction. Donker et al. (1986) and Bikker et al. (1996) reported an increase in feed intake 
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and body gain in pigs fed ad libitum after a period of restriction Campbell et al. (1983) 
reported an increase in efficiency of gain in animals fed restrictedly after an interval of 
decreased feeding. 
Between 120 and 300 d of age, gilts allocated to T3 were slower growing (P < .05) than 
T1 and T2 gilts. Additionally, T1 and T3 gilts had less BFR3 (P < .05) than T2 gilts Similar 
results were found by Bereskin et al. (1990) who reported pigs fed a high-protein diet had 
greater weight gain and less carcass fat content than pigs fed a low-protein diet. As well, 
Karlsson et al, (1993) found pigs fed a high-protein diet had a higher total growth rate, lean 
tissue growth rate, and lean percentage than pigs fed a low-protein diet. 
A G X T interaction (P < .05) was found for ADG measured between 120 and 180 d 
(Table 5) Line four gilts showed a much greater response for T1 and did not show as great a 
response to T3 as did gilts ft^om the other four lines. Additionally, line one gilts did not 
exhibit as great a response for T2 as did gilts from the other four lines 
Implications 
Gilts in T3 grew slower (P < 05) than T1 and T2 gilts. Yet, T3 gilts did exhibit 
compensatory gain between 180 and 300 d. Gilts in T2 had higher (P < .05) rates of fat 
accretion. A genetic line by diet interaction (P < .05) was observed for ADG between 120 
and 180 d. Thus, a gilt's genetic potential for lean growth should be considered before 
implementing any nutritional regime. 
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Table 1. Calculated composition of diets.' 
Nutrient SEW Starter Grower T1 y) T3 Gestation 
Protein, % 25.23 23.99 21,34 18.08 13,02 22.88 15,97 
Lysine, % 1.70 1.51 1,20 .95 .60 1,31 80 
Calcium, % .90 .90 ,91 .80 .80 1.10 .91 
Phosphorus, % .80 .80 .79 .70 .70 .96 .79 
Caide Fat, % 8,30 4,94 5.58 2,97 8.14 2,52 3.09 
Crude Fiber, % .74 .78 1.16 1,41 1.55 1,11 1.49 
Met. Energy, 
kcal/kg 
687 694 703 675 725 663 668 
'Tl=Trcaimem diet 1. T2=Treatmem diet 2. T3=Treatment diet 3. 
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Table 2. Least squares means and standard errors by line for performance traits.' 
Trait Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 
ADGl,kg/d ,696+009'' .723±.009' .747±.009' ,745+009" .7441.009" 
ADG2, kg/d 414+009'' 420±.009'' .438±.009' .4311.009" ,416+009" 
ADG3, kg/d .511±.006' .5261.007''' .548±.007" .538+007''' .529+007"' 
BFRK cm/d .0140±.0006''' .0170±.0006' .0144+ 0006'' .01681.0006' .01281.0006' 
BFR2, cm/d ,0079±.0004' .0068±.0004'' .00721.0004''' .00641.0004"" .00541.0004' 
BFR3, cm/d .OlOOl.OOOS*" .0103±.0003'' .00971.0003'' .010010003'' .00791.0003" 
LMAR 1, cm'/d .146±.005' .149±.005' .196+005' .1411.005' .1771.005" 
LMAR2, cm7d .083±.004' .0961.004" .1111.003" ,100+004" .1001.004" 
LMAR3, cm^/d .1064+0023'' .11441.0023' .4021.0023" .11401.0023' .12431.0023" 
' ADG - a\'cragc daih' gain. BFR = backfat rate of accretion. LMAR = loin muscle area deposition rate. I = 
penod between 120 and 180 d, 2 = period between 180 and 300 d, 3 = penod between 120 and 300 d. 
Means in the same row with the same lener are not significantly diflferent (P < .05). 
Pdiff (SAS. 1985) used for significance testing. 
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Table 3. Residual correlations between composition traits.' 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 BFl -.33* .60* -.23* .41* -.15* 
2LMA1 -.32* .51* -.26* .44* 
3 BF2 -.32* .62* -.21* 




' BF = tenth rib backfat. LMA = loin muscle area. 1 = measurements taken at 120 d of age, 2 = measurements 
taken at 180 d of age. 3 = measurements taken at 300 d of age. 
•  P <  . 0 1  
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Table 4. Least squares means and standard errors by treatment' for measurements 
taken between 120 and 180,180 and 300, and 120 and 300 d of age. 
Trait^ T1 T2 13 
ADGl, kg/d .7871.007'' .816±.007' ,5911.007' 
ADG2, kg/d .3971.007" .401±.007'' .4741.008" 
ADG3, kg/d .532±.005' .5451.005" .5151.005'' 
BFRl. cm/d .0165±.0004'' .02041.0004" .00821.0004' 
BFR2, cm/d .0058±.G003" .0051+0003" .00931.0004'' 
BFR3. cm/d 00937±.00023" .010291.00023'' .009091.00023" 
LMARl, cm*/d .174±.004" .171+004" 142+004'' 
LMAR2, cm'/d .0956+0027" .09741.0028" ,0991.003" 
LMAR3, cmVd .1217+0017' 
.11821.0018" .1131+.0018* 
' T1 = ad libitum, high protein diet. T2 = ad libitum, low protein diet. T3 = restncted intake (1.8 kg/d). high 
protein diet. 
" ADG = average daily gain. BFR = backfat rate of accretion. LMAR = lorn muscle area deposition rate. 1 = 
penod between 120 and 180 d, 2 = penod between 180 and 300 d. 3 = period between 120 and 300 d. 
Means in the same row with the same lener are not significantly different (P < .05). 
"• ' Pdiif (SAS. 1985) used for significance testing. 
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Table 5. Least squares means and standard errors by line and treatment' for average 
daily gain measured between 120 and 180 d of age. 
Line T1 T2 T3 
Line 1 .7601.016''' .753±.014'' .576±.016'" 
Line 2 .764+015'''^ .820±,017"^ .5851.014*" 
Line 3 .797+016"''= .8401.014''' .604±.016^ 
Line 4 .821±.014"'^ .857±,016" .5561.016' 
Line 5 .7931.015'"' .806±.016'^ .6351.0168 
' TI = ad libitum, high protein diet. T2 = ad libitum, low protein diet. T3 = restncted intake (1.8 kg/d). high 
protein diet. 
Means with the same letter are not significantly different (P < .05), 
a. I), c. li e. t It. (i. 1 (SAS. 1985) used for significance testing. 
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PREDICTION OF CARCASS LEAN AND LEAN PARTS FROM SERLAL REAL­
TIME ULTRASOUND MEASURES OF BACKFAT AND LOCV MUSCLE AREA 
A paper to be sumbitted to the Journal of Animal Science 
K. D. Ragland, L L, Christian, and T, J, Baas 
Abstract 
Live animal and carcass data were collected from 240 barrows to assess the accuracy of 
serial real-time ultrasonic measurements of loin muscle and fat thickness for predicting carcass 
lean weight and lean content of the lean cuts, Pigs were evaluated at or near five target 
weights (Scan 1. 22.7 kg. Scan 2: 45.5 kg. Scan 3: 68.2 kg, Scan 4: 91.0 kg. Scan 5. 109 
kg) Pigs were scanned with an ALOKA 500V real-time ultrasonic machine fitted with a 12.5 
cm, 3.5 MHz linear array transducer. After conventional slaughter, carcass weights (CWT) 
were recorded and carcasses subsequently evaluated for weight of total carcass lean 
(TOTLN), weight of ham lean (HAMLN), weight of loin lean (LOINLN), and weight of 
shoulder lean (SHLN) using a MQ-25 electromagnetic scanner. Additionally, percentage of 
lean (%LEAN), leans parts (LNPARTS), and percentage of lean parts (%LNPARTS) were 
calculated. Correlations among serial ultrasonic measures were generally moderate and 
positive with adjacent measurements most highly correlated. Scan one and scan two measures 
of BF were lowly correlated with %LEAN and %LNPARTS, but subsequent measures (from 
an average weight of 75.3 kg) were moderately correlated with these traits. Correlations 
between LMA measures and LOINLN were generally low. Regression equations for 
LOINLN across all five scan periods gave low values (R^ = .03 to . 19). Regression 
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equations for TOTLN, %LEAN, HAMLN, LNPARTS, and %LNPARTS resulted in low to 
moderate R* values 
Introduction 
Swine producers have become increasingly concerned about carcass traits as the livestock 
industry has advanced toward value-based marketing. Ultrasound has been used to predict 
carcass traits of live animals for many years (Hazel and Kline, 1959; Mersmann, 1982; and 
Ragland, 1996) Due to improvements in ultrasound technology, real-time ultrasound use has 
increased dramatically in recent years. Real-time ultrasound measurements of tenth rib 
subcutaneous fat and loin muscle area in live swine are highly correlated with carcass 
measurements (.9 and .8, respectively; Moeller, 1994). Although ultrasound has evolved as a 
useful, noninvasive tool for estimating carcass composition, its accuracy is limited by 
measurement at a single location serving as an estimate of the whole carcass. Additionally, 
few, if any studies, have investigated the relationship of serial real-time ultrasound 
measurements with weight of carcass lean and lean cuts. Hence, the purpose of this study was 
to assess the usefulness of serial real-time ultrasonic measurements of fat thickness and loin 
muscle area for determining weight of carcass lean and lean cuts as assessed by 
electromagnetic scanning. Electromagnetic scanning has proven to be an accurate means of 
prediction of pork carcass composition {Akridge et al., 1992; Berg et al., 1994). Berg et al. 
(1994) reported coefficient of determination values of .83, .81, .67, and .71 for prediction 
equeations developed from electromagnetic scans for weight of total dissected carcass lean 
and weight of dissected ham, loin, and shoulder lean, respectively. 
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Materials and Methods 
Matmgemern atid Data Collection. Two hundred and forty barrows from a single genetic 
line were used in this study Pigs were placed on test in a totally slotted-floored, curtain-sided 
finishing building at approximately 18 kg Feed (conventional com-soy diets) and water were 
available ad libitum throughout the experiment. 
The ultrasonic protocol was designed to evaluate each pig at or near five target weights 
(Scan 1. 22.7 kg. Scan 2; 45.5 kg. Scan 3; 68.2 kg. Scan 4: 91 0 kg, Scan 5: 109 kg). An 
ALOKA 500V (Corometrics Medical Systems, Wallingford, Connecticut) real-time ultrasonic 
machine fitted with a 12.5 cm, 3.5 MHz linear array transducer was used for scanning. Pigs 
were restrained in a scale to standardize and facilitate ultrasonic image collection. Soybean oil 
was used as a couplant to improve image quality A cross sectional image of the loin muscle 
and subcutaneous fat overlying the loin muscle on the right hand side of the pig at the tenth rib 
was obtained using a sound emitting transducer guide (Superflab, Mick Radio Nuclear 
Instruments, Inc,, Bronx, NY) which fitted the natural contour of the pig's back. Ultrasonic 
images were digitized on-site using a personal computer equipped with a fi"ame-grabber board 
and controlling software The images were stored as digitized binary files for later 
interpretation. 
Digitized cross-sectional images were interpreted for tenth rib backfat (BF) and loin 
muscle area (LMA) using Quality Evaluation and Prediction (Iowa State University, Ames, 
Iowa), a computer software package developed specifically to measure linear distance and 
area of digitized images and to matriculate these to a data file, BF was the distance fi-om the 
outer edge of the skin to the start of the fascia layer in the center of the longissimus muscle at 
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a point approximately 5 cm lateral to the spine LMA was the traced area of the loin muscle 
at the tenth rib 
Pigs were weighed and scanned off-test on a pen basis upon reaching an average weight > 
109 kg Upon completion of the test, the pigs were transported to Sioux-Preme Packing Co., 
Sioux Center. lA. After conventional slaughter (head off, jowl, feet, and skin on) carcass 
weights (CWT) were recorded and carcasses subsequently evaluated for weight of total 
carcass lean (TOTLN), weight of ham lean (HAMLN), weight of loin lean (LOINLN), and 
weight of shoulder lean (SHLN) using a MQ-25 electromagnetic scanner (Meat Quality Inc., 
Springfield, IL) Additionally, percentage of lean (%LEAN), leans parts (LNPARTS). and 
percentage of lean pans (%LNPARTS) were calculated. Percentage of lean was calculated as 
TOTLN divided by CWT LNP.ARTS was the sum of HAMLN, LOINXN. and SHLN 
Percentage of lean pans was calculated as LNPARTS divided by CWT 
Statistical Analysis. Multiple regression procedures (SAS, 1985) were used to examine 
the effects of weight and ultrasonic BF and LMA on various carcass measurements 
Dependent variables were TOTLN, %LEAN, HAMLN, LOINLN, SHLN, LNPARTS, and 
%LNTARTS TOTLN, HAMLN, LOINLN, SHLN, and LNTARTS were adjusted for CWT 
Five sets of weight, BF. and LMA data were used as independent variables: Scan 1 (22.7 kg) 
LWTl, BFl, and LM.A1, Scan 2. (45.5 kg): LWT2, BF2 LMA2, Scan 3: (68.2 kg) LWT3, 
BF3, and LM.43; Scan 4: (91,0 kg): LWT4. BF4, and LMA4; Scan 5: (109 kg); LWT5, BF5, 
andLMAS Models were compared based on R'and MSE values Pearson correlation 
coeflHcients among serial ultrasound measurements and among ultrasound measurements and 
carcass traits were computed. 
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Results and Discussion 
To characterize the sample of hogs used in this study, means, standard deviations, and 
ranges for live animal and carcass characteristics are presented in Table 1. The average 
CWT was 88.1 kg and average weight of total carcass lean 45.3 kg. The average percentages 
of lean parts and carcass lean were 39,5% and 51.6° b. 
Simple correlation coefficients among ultrasonic measurements are given in Table 2. 
Correlations between serial ultrasonic measures were generally moderate and positive with 
adjacent measurements the most highly related. 
Table 3 shows correlation coefficients between ultrasonic and carcass measurements. 
The first two measures of BF were lowly correlated with %LEAN and %LNPARTS. but 
subsequent measures (from an average weight of 75.3 kg) were moderately correlated with 
these traits. Correlations between LMA measures and LOfMLN were generally low. LWT 
and LMA measures were moderately to highly correlated with CWT. Correlations between 
measures taken on the live animal and HAMLN. LOINLN, SHLN. LNPARTS, and TOTLN. 
in general, were low. 
Coefficients of determination and MSE for predicting carcass characteristics from sets of 
preslaughter weights and ultrasound data by scan period are given in Tables 4, 5. 6, 7. and 8. 
Coefficients were, in general, low to moderate. Coefficient of determination values 
increased and MSE values decreased the closer to slaughter the live animal measures were 
taken. Measurements taken in periods one and two had virtually no predictive abilitv for anv 
of the carcass characteristics. Regression equations for TOTLN, %LEAN, HAMLN, 
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LNPARTS, and %LNPARTS resulted in similar R" values. Regression equations for 
LOINLN across all five scan periods gave low R" values (R" = .03 to .19), 
Stepwise multiple regression equations for predicting carcass characteristics from sets of 
preslaughter weights and ultrasound data are given in Tables 9, 10, 11. 12. 13. 14, and 15. 
Only independent variables significant at the . 15 level were included in the models. 
Coefficients were, in general, low to moderate. 
Results in this study for predicting pnmal composition were similar to those reported by 
Kanis et al. (1986). Yet, only live weight and A-mode ultrasound measurements of fat 
thickness were used as independent variables. Terry et al. (1989) reported an R" of .83 for 
predicting percentage of four lean cuts using a two variable equation that included fat 
thickness at the mtenor tip of the gluteus medius and longissimus muscle area. Only 20 
market hogs, however, were evaluated in their study. Gresham et al. (1994) reported R* 
values between .78 and .87 for predicting weight of boneless cuts, weight of ham and loin, 
and percentage of fat standardized lean using real-time ultrasound measurements of backfat 
and loin muscle depth. Sex, however, was an additional variable included in these models. 
Implications 
Results from this study suggest that the relationships between real-time ultrasonic 
measures of tenth-rib backfat thickness and loin muscle area and carcass lean and lean parts 
as determined by electromagnetic scanning are poor. Hence, the relationship between real­
time ultrasonic measures of tenth-rib backfat thickness and loin muscle area and other 
methods of determining carcass lean, such as physical dissection, should be investigated. 
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Table 1. Means, standard deviations (SD), and ranges for traits. 
Traif Mean SD Range 
I.WTI,kg 26.4 5.24 18.6-37.7 
LWT2, kg 49.8 6.50 38.1 -61.5 
I.WT3, kg 75.3 9.47 58.6-94.5 
1.WT4, kg 93.6 12.83 69.0-117.7 
f,WT5,kg 112.5 13.58 77.0-131.8 
BFI, mm 8.9 1.6 4.9- 13.5 
RF2, mm 13 4 3 2 5 3 - 22 I 
RF3. mm 17 2 4 1 8 2 - 29 9 
RF4, mm 22.5 5.3 11 2-40.3 
BF5, mm 26.4 5.6 14 9-466 
LMA!. cm" 11.2 6.6 19.1 
LMA2, cm" 19.8 3.4 9.9-31.5 
LMA3, cm" 29.4 4.4 19.3-41.0 
LMA4, cm" 34.5 4.6 21.1 -48.7 
LMA5, cm" 39.5 4.1 29.1 -51.1 
CWT. kg 88.1 5.8 54.5-105.0 
TOTLN. kg 45.3 3.7 34.4-61.0 
%I,FAN 51 6 3 4 39 9-62.1 
HAMLN, kg 10.3 1.0 6.9-13.9 
LOINLN, kg 12.1 .9 7.9- 15.4 
SHLN, kg 12.2 .8 9.9-15.0 
LNPARTS. kg 34.6 2.4 27.4-43.2 
%LNPARTS 39.5 2.4 31.7-46.0 
•"LWT = live weight: BF = backfat; LMA = loin muscle area; I = period 1; 2 = period 2; 3 = period 3. 4 = period 
4; 5 = period 5; CWT = carcass weight; TOTLX = weight of total carcass lean; %LEAJ\ = TOTLN/CWT; 
HAMLN = weight of ham lean; LOINLN = weight of loin lean; SHLN = weiaht of shoulder lean; LNPARTS = 
HAMLN - LOINLX ^ SHLN; % LNPARTS = LNTARTS/CWT. 
Table 2. C'orrelations coefficients among ultrasound measurements.' 
Variable 12 345 6 789 10 
1 BFl .25* 39* .24* .48* .19* .47* .08 .44* .02 
2LMAI 22* .69* ,29* .60* .28* .47* .20* .30* 
3BF2 .20* .50* .15** .49* 10 .52* .05 
4LMA2 .32* .77* ,26* 68* .17** .47* 
5 BF3 .28* .88* .22* 80* .09 
6 1.MA3 .24* .84* .14** .64* 
7 01-4 ,23* .90* .09 
8LMA4 .16** .73* 
9BF5 .10 
I0LMA5 
' HF = tenth rib backt'ai, LMA = loin muscle area, 1 = nieasiirenjents taken in period one, 2 = measurements taken in period two, .1 = measurements taken In 
period three, 4 = measurements taken in period Four, .*> - measurements taken in period five 
* Values differ from zero (P < 0 01) 
** Values difler from zero (P ^ 0 05) 
Ov 
-4 
Table 3. Pearson correlations amon^^ ultrasound measurements and total carcass lean and lean cuts." 
Variable" CWl rOTLN %i.i:an HAMLN I.OINLN SHLN LNPARTS ' '^)LN PARTS 
LWTl, kg .32* .26* ,03 ,20* ,15** .19* ,21* -,07 
LWn, kg .51* .39* ,06 ,28* ,27* .29* .32* -08 
LW n, kg .58* .40* ,03 ,28* .29* .30* .32* - 1 2  
LW r4, kg .65* .38* -02 ,25* .29* .30* .31* -.17** 
LW15, kg .80* ,39* - 1 3  ,29* .26* .37* ,34* -.24* 
BFl, mm .06 -07 -,21* -.14** -.01 - 1 2  - 1 0  - 25* 
BF2, mm .19* ,03 -16** -05 .03 -.03 - 0 2  -,26* 
BF3, mm .29* - 1 3  -44* -,23* -.06 - 1 3  -16** -.50* 




BF5, mm ,33* - 24* -,57* -,35* -.16** -,20* -.28* -.64* 
L M A I ,  c m "  .23* ,12 ,06 ,10 .07 .13 , 1 1  -.09 
LMA2, cm" .42* .27* .01 ,21* .20* .22* ,24* -.05 
LMA3, cm^ .48* ,36* ,12 ,32* .28* .31* ,34* .07 
LMA4, cm' .51* ,38* ,10 ,30* .30* ,30* .34* .05 
LMA5, cm" ,45* ,31* ,09 ,22* .30* 22* ,28* .06 
'BF == tenth rib backfat, LMA = loin nuiscle area; I = nieasurenienis taken in period one, 2 ^ measurements taken in period two, 3 = measurements taken in 
period three; 4 = measurements taken in peiiod four, 5 == measurements taken in period five, CWT = carcass weight, 1 OTl.N = weight of total carcass lean, 
%LEAN = TOTLN/CWT, HAMI.N = weight of ham lean; I.OINI.N = weight ofloin lean, SHl.N = weight of shoulder lean, LNPART.S = HAMLN 
LOINLN + SHLN; %LNPARTS - I.NPARTS/CWT 
* Values difler from zero (P < 0 01) 
*" Values differ from zero (P < 0 05) 
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Table 4. Regression equations developed from ultrasound and weight measurements 




Intercept LWTl BFl LMAI 
•> 
R- MSE 
TOTLN, kg 39.79*** .36*** -3.13 -.10 .09 3.59 
%LEAN 53.86*** .15 -4.68** -.16 .06 3.30 
HAMLN, kg 9 .08** -1.26** -.02 .08 .99 
LOINLN, kg 11.17*** .05* -.23 -.02 .03 .88 
SHLN, kg 1 ] 49*** .05* -.92* .01 .07 .80 
LNPARTS, kg 32.17*** j9** 
-2.41* -.03 .07 2.37 
%LNPARTS 43.14*** .01 -3.80** -.05 .07 2.35 
"LWTl = live weight measured in period one; BFl = backfat measured in period one; LMAI = loin muscle area 
measured in period one; CWT = carcass weight; TOTLN = weight of total carcass lean; %LEAN = 
TOTLN/CWT; HAMLN = weight of ham lean; LOFNLN = weight of loin lean, SHLN = weight of shoulder lean, 
LNPARTS = FiAMLN + LOINLN + SHLN; %LNPARTS = LNPARTS/CWT. 
' P < 05 
» • P  <  0 1  
*** P < .001 
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Table 5. Regression equations developed from ultrasound and weight measurements 




Intercept LWT2 BF2 LMA2 R- MSE 
TOTLN. kg 32.16*** 26*** -.61 .01 .16 3.45 
°^oLEAN 50.37*** ,09 -1.38* -.06 .04 3.33 
HAMLN. kg 7,89*** ,05** -.30 .01 .10 .99 
LOINLN, kg 10.03*** 04** -.08 .01 .08 .85 
SHLN, kg 10,16*** .04** -.21 .01 .10 .79 
LNPARTS, kg 28.08*** -.59 .03 .11 2.31 
%LNPARTS 41,68*** -.01 -1 33*** .02 .06 2.35 
''LWT2 = live weight measured in period two; BF2 = backfat measured in period two, LMA2 = loin muscle area 
measured in period two; CWT = carcass weight; TOTLN = weight of total carcass lean; %LEAN = 
TOTLN/CWT, HAMLX = weight of ham lean; LOINLN = weight of loin lean; SHLN = weight of shoulder lean, 
LNPARTS = HAMLN + LOINLN + SHLN; %LNPARTS = LNPARTS/CWT 
• P < 05 
** P< 01 
*•* P < .001 
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Table 6. Regression equations developed from ultrasound and weight measurements 




Intercept LWT3 BF3 LMA3 R- MSE 
TOTLN. kg 29.89*** 7 ] •»* -3.18*** .18** .28 3.18 
%LEAN 50.59*** .06 -4.43*** .14* .26 2.92 
HAMLN, kg -J 21 *** .04*** -1.02*** .06* .25 .90 
LOINLN, kg 9.38*** .03** -.46** .04* .14 .82 
SHLN, kg 9.59*** .03*** .04** .19 .75 
LNPARTS, kg 26.28*** .10*** -2.07*** .14** .24 2.14 
%LNPARTS 42.16*** -.01 -3.18*** .13** .29 2.05 
"LWr = live weight measured in period three; BF3 = backfat measured in period three, LMA3 = loin muscle area 
measured in period three; CWT = carcass weight; TOTLN = weight of total carcass lean; %LEAN = 
T0TLN7CWT. HAMLN" = weight of ham lean; LOINLN = weight of loin lean, SHLN = weieht of shoulder lean, 
LNPARTS = HAMLN ^ LOINLN - SHLN; %LNPARTS = LNPARTS/CWT 
• P < 05 
•• P< 01 
P < 001 
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Table 7. Regression equations developed from ultrasound and weight measurements 




Intercept LWT4 BF4 LMA4 R- MSE 
TOTLN. kg 28.87*** 18*** -2.94*** .18** .32 3,09 
°oLEAN 50.79*** 07* -3 87*** .09 .31 2.83 
HAMLN. kg 7.15*** .04*** -.95*** .05** .29 88 
LOINLN. kg 9.10*** 03*** - 52*** .04* .19 80 
SHLN. kg 9.35*** .03*** -.54*** .03* .21 74 
LNTARTS. kg 25,60*'* 10*** -2.01*** 12** 28 2.08 




.37 1 94 
'LWT = live weight measured in penod four. BF4 = backfat measured in penod four. LMA4 = ioin muscle area 
measured in period four; CV\T-4 = carcass weight, TOTLN = weight of total carcass lean. %LEAN = 
T0TLN7CWT. RA.MLN = weight of ham lean. LOfNLN = weight of loin lean. SHLN = weight of shoulder lean. 
LNP.\RTS = - LOINLN SHL.N. " oLNP.ARTS = LXP.^TS/CWT 
' P - 05 
•' P'- 01 
P < 001 
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Table 8. Regression equations developed from ultrasound and weight measurements 




Intercept L\\T5 BF5 LMA5 R- MSE 
TOTLN. kg 9.38* -2,84*** .18** .35 3 02 
°'oLEAN 53 40**» .03 -3.53*** .09 .34 2.75 
HAMLN. kg 2.43* .08*** - . % * * *  .03 34 84 
LOINLN. kg 6.05*** .04**^ -.44*** .05** .19 .78 
SHLN. kg 4 82*** 07*»* 02 28 70 
LNP.AJITS. kg 13.31*** ] Q*** -1 96*** 11** 20] 
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'l.\\T5 = live weight measured in penod five. BF5 = backfai measured in period five LMA5 = loin muscle area 
measured in period five: CWT = carcass weight. TOTLN = weight of total carcass lean. ° oLE.\N = 
TOTLN 'CWT. = weight of ham lean. LOrS'LN = w ei^t of loin lean. SHLN = w eieht of shoulder lean. 
LNT.\RTS = H.WILN - LOrsiN * SHLN." oLN'P.\RTS = LNP.AlRTS-CUT 
• P < 05 
" P <  0! 
•" P < 001 
I able 9. Sti'imisc multiple regression equations for pre(tictin}> weight of ham lean from live measurements. 
No, l.evcloi" 
variublcs' Variable' Intercept l\-value" R" MSI! significance 
1 UF5 1203 -.64 .13 94 • .01 
2 lil'5 2.84 -.97 33 72 01 
I . W 1 5  0 9  •  ( ) l  
3 HI-5 2.S5 -113 36 70 • 01 
I . W r . ' S  ( ) 9  •  ( ) l  
B I 2  4 0  •  0 1  
4 3.12 -III 38 .68 -.01 
I.WT.i 07 • ,01 
iiF2 38 01 
I.MA4 04 • 05 
"Hl fi - iMickfal nii;nsiiiC(i in period live, I.W T.'i live wiighl ine.Tsuted in pnioil live, Bi'2 bncklat nieiisiiied in period two. I,V1A4 loin muscle 
niea.sitreil in period four 
''Only variables sit^nii'ieant al the ) S level were ineliided in the models 
'I'iibic 10. Stepwise multiple regression equHtions for predicting weight of loin lenn from live measurements. 
No. Level of 
variables" Variable'' Inlercepl l\-value" K" MSI- signillcance 
1 1,MA5 .07 .09 71 • .01 
2 LMA.5 7 86 .06 .14 .67 -01 
l.Wr.^ .03 -..Ol 
3 [.MA,5 X2« 05 .21 62 • 01 
L W r . ' S  . 0 4  - 0 1  
W 5  - . 4 2  - . 0 1  
4 I.MA5 S 19 .06 22 .62 -.01 
l.Wr3 .04 01 
BF5 -.40 01 
l . M A l  - . 0 5  - . 1 1  
5 1,MA5 8.22 .06 .23 .61 • 01 
l.Wr3 ()4 01 
H l - 5  . 4 9  - . 0 1  
l.MAl -05 07 
BF2 .25 08 
"I.MA.*) Itiin nuiscic iircii mensiiia) in pciioil live, I.W 1.1 live v.cij.>,ht mcii.suieil in period Ihtee, Bl *; backlal ineiisuied in period live, l.MAl loin 
muscle nrcii measured in period one, ^ bai klal measured in period two 
""Only variables sij^nificanl at the I level were included in the models 
T»bleM. Stepwise multiple regression equations for predicting weight of shoulder lean from live measurements. 
No. I.evel of 
variables'' Variable'' Intercept li-value" R" MSF. significance 
1 LWT.-5 6.03 .05 .14 .59 .01 
2 LWT5 5.14 .07 .28 .49 :.0I 
BF5 -.57 -.01 
3 l.Wr5 5.30 07 .29 .49 -..Ol 
BF5 -.56 -.01 
LMA4 02 •;.07 
°L.WT5 = live weight niea.surcd in period five, BF5 ^ backtal measured in period live, 1.MA4 = loin muscle area measured in period four 
''Only variables siynificani at the I ."i level were included in the models 
Table 12. Stepwise multiple regression equations for predicting weight of carcass lean from live measurements. 
No. Level of 
variables" Variable' Intercept ft-value" R- MSE significance 
1 L w r 3  30.30 .20 .16 1 1.74 < 0 1  
2 L w r 3  32.69 .26 .31 9.76 < 0 1  
BF5 -2.60 < 0 1  
3 L W r 3  17.67 .13 .33 9 21 < 0 1  
BF5 -2.93 < 0 1  
L W r 5  .22 < 0 1  
4 Lwn 14.73 .12 .37 8.84 < 0 1  
BF5 -2.86 < 0 1  
LWT5 .19 < 0 !  
LMA5 .17 < 0 6  
°L.W r3 = live weight measured in period three, B15 = backfat measured in period five, LVVT5 == live weight measured in period five, 1.MA5 = loin muscle 
measured in period five 
^Only variables significant at the 15 level were included in the models. 
Table 13. Stepwise multiple regression equations for predicting weight of lean parts from live measurements. 
No. Level of 
variables" Variable'' Intercept fi-value" R' MSK significance 
1 LWT5 18,04 .14 ,12 5.29 <,01 
2 LWT5 14.92 .22 .31 4.17 <.01 
BF5 -2,00 <01 
3 LWT5 15,69 .17 ,33 4,02 <01 
BF5 -1,94 <01 
L M A 4  , 1 1  < 0 1  
4 LWT5 15,56 .18 .35 3.94 <01 
BF5 -2.28 <01 
LMA4 ,10 <01 
BF2 .80 <06 
°LWT5 = live weight measured in period five, BFS = backfat measured in period five, I.MA4 = loin muscle area measured in period four, BF2 = backfat 
measured in period two 
''Only variables significant at the 15 level were included in the models 
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"BF5 = backfat measured in period five, LWT3 = live weiyht measured in period tliree, BF2 = backfat measured in period two, i,WT5 = live weight measured 
in period five 
""Only variables signiftcant at the 15 level were included in the models 
Table 15. Stepwise multiple regression equations for predicting percentage of lean parts from live measurements. 
No. Level of 
variables" Variable'' Intercept ft-value" R" MSF: significance 
1 BF5 46.27 -2.57 .37 3.72 <.01 
2 BF5 46.11 -2.83 .38 3.54 <.01 
I3F2 .63 <.07 
3 I3F5 44.72 -2.85 .38 3.21 <01 
E B F 2  . 5 7  < 1 0  
L M A 3  . 0 5  < 1 2  
4 BF5 48,48 -2.70 .39 3.15 <01 
B F 2  . 5 5  < 1 1  
1 . M A 3  . 0 8  < 0 3  
I . W T 5  - . 0 4  < 1 3  
°BF5 = backfat measured in period five. BJ'2 = backfat measured in period two, I.MA3 = loin muscle area measured in period three, 1.WT5 - live weight 
measured in period five 
''Only variables significant at the 15 level were included in the models 
SI 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
The results of this study indicate that objective measurement of intramuscular fat of the 
live animal with real-time ultrasound is feasible. The addition of backfat and loin muscle 
area to prediction equations using texture analysis variables enhanced prediction accuracy. 
Objective measurement of intramuscular fat will allow the identification of breeding animals 
that are superior for intramuscular fat. Selection based on intramuscular fat measurements 
taken on the live animal will, therefore be possible. The use of real-time technology to 
predict intramuscular fat may also be applicable for carcass evaluation. Image collection and 
procedures for image analysis must be further refined to enhance accuracy of intramuscular 
fat prediction. 
Results of the second study suggest that genetic line by diet interactions exist. Thus, a 
gilt's genetic potential for lean growth should be considered before implementing any 
nutritional regime. 
Results from the third study suggest that the relationships beuveen real-time ultrasonic 
measures of tenth-rib backfat thickness and loin muscle area and carcass lean and lean cuts as 
determined by electromagnetic scanning are poor. Hence, the relationship between real-time 
ultrasonic measures of tenth-rib backfat thickness and loin muscle area and other methods of 
determining carcass lean, such as physical dissection, should be investigated. 
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